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a b s t r a c t
Refactoring consists in restructuring an object-oriented program without changing its
behaviour. In this paper, we present refactorings as transformation rules for programs
written in a refinement language inspired on Java that allows reasoning about object-
oriented programs and specifications. A set of programming laws is available for the
imperative constructs of this language aswell as for its object-oriented features; soundness
of the laws is proved against a weakest precondition semantics. The proof that the
refactoring rules preserve behaviour (semantics) is accomplished by the application of
these programming laws and data simulation. As illustration of our approach to refactoring,
we use our rules to restructure a program to be in accordance with a design pattern.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Object-oriented programming has been acclaimed as a means to obtain software that is easier to modify than
conventional software [1]. However, changing an object-oriented program often requires structural changes such asmoving
attributes and methods between classes, and partitioning one complex class into several ones. Such modifications should
be confined to the internal software structure, without affecting the software behaviour as perceived by users or by other
classes. In object-oriented programming, this activity is called refactoring [2].
The usual practice of refactoring relies on test and compilation cycles: a program is tested, a small change is applied to it,
then the program is compiled and tested againwith the same initial test suite in an attempt to ensure that the functionality is
preserved.Work on refactoring usually describes the steps to be used for programmodification in a rather informal way [2].
Even well-established software development environments can introduce errors when applying refactorings
mechanically. As an example, the Inline refactoring implemented in Eclipse [3] does not give any warning about the
possibility of the introduction of invalid attribute access. Only compilation, after the refactoring application, points out errors
that might have been introduced. There is no verification to check that, when we inline a public method, this may lead to
errors because such a public method, for instance, may access attributes of the class in which it is declared. For instance,
consider the Java program in Fig. 1. In Eclipse, by applying the Inline refactoring to the call to method print by method sum in
the class A, Eclipse automatically inlines the body of print in other contexts like the one in the class B. Then the declaration
of print is removed from A. As a side-effect, this introduces a direct access to the attribute x in the class B, since x is used as an
argument inside the body of print, by means of the expression a.x; this leads to an error because x is a private attribute of A.
Moreover, Eclipse allows us tomove to a superclassmethodswith the same name butwith different bodies, which appear
in subclasses that introduce distinct hierarchies with the same ancestor class. For example, in Fig. 2, the classes B and C are
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public class A{ public class B{
private int x = 1; private A a = new A ( ) ;
void sum( int i , int j ) { void pr in t ingTes t ( ) {
pr in t ( i + j ) ; a . pr in t ( 3 ) ;
} }
void pr i n t ( int z ) { }
System . out . p r i n t l n ( z ) ;
System . out . p r i n t l n (x ) ;
}
}
Fig. 1. Sample classes in Java for the Inline refactoring.
public class A{ public class C extends A{
protected int x = 1; public void sum ( ) {
protected int y = 2; x = x + 1;
} }
public class B extends A{ }
public void sum ( ) {
y = y + 1
}
}
Fig. 2. Sample classes in Java for the Pull Up refactoring.
subclasses of the class A and each one introduces a method sum whose bodies are distinct. In Eclipse, an attempt to pull up
both methods leads us to a choice of one of the bodies to be preserved in the superclass. This leads to a different program
behaviour from the one before refactoring because just one of the bodies is moved to the superclass, and both declarations
are removed from the subclasses. In this case, not even compilation can help to identify the problem. Similar problems are
associated with the application of at least a few other refactorings [4].
One way of imposing discipline on software transformation is by using formal methods either in a guess-and-verify
approach, which requires a transformation to be proved to preserve the semantics of the original system, or in a constructive
approach, in which case a system is transformed by the application of laws. Here we propose a constructive approach based
on programming laws. Existing formalizations of refactoring have allowed the construction of tools [5,6], but provide no
proof of soundness or completeness. In seminal works, Opdyke [5] proposes a set of conditions required for application of
refactorings, whereas Roberts [6] introduces postconditions for refactorings, allowing the definition of refactoring chains.
The possibility of defining conditions that must be satisfied to apply an entire chain of refactorings is a benefit of the
introduction of postconditions for each refactoring present in the chain.
In our approach, refactorings are formalised as algebraic rules, whose application can be automated (although some
generate proof obligations that require theoremproving). These rules are themselves proved sound using programming laws
that deal with commands as well as with object-oriented features like methods and classes [7,8]. In this way, refactorings
are achieved by the application of sound algebraic rules and, therefore, correct by construction.
The laws [7,9,8] used to establish soundness of the refactoring rules have been proposed for a refinement object-oriented
language [10,11]. This language is a subset of sequential Java with classes, inheritance, visibility control for attributes,
dynamic binding, and recursion. The proof of soundness of the programming laws, with respect to a weakest precondition
semantics [10,11], is presented in [9]. Our approach to refactoring, based on the laws, was first presented in [12], where
we presented the formalisation of some of Fowler’s refactorings [2], but did not establish soundness. We also present a few
more refactoring rules in [7,8]. Here we provide an even more comprehensive catalogue of refactorings and establish the
soundness of all of them. Also, we present refactorings that are not registered in catalogues such as [2] that serve as a basis
for restructuring a system into a design pattern. Particularly, we show how to derive the Facade [13] pattern based on the
refactorings. More details can be found in [9].
Besides working on the formal foundation of a framework for program refactoring, we also have results on the
mechanisation of some soundness proofs, by using the rewriting system CafeOBJ [14]. We have used some of the
programming laws of [8] as axioms, and proved some of the refactoring rules. For the automated refactoring of programs
using our technique, we have the work in [15], where we use logic programming to verify side conditions.
Our language has a copy semantics, restricting us to the representation of refactorings related mainly to the structure of
programs that do not involve sharing. Our programming laws for object-oriented constructs, however, are sound, so that
our results and certainly our approach are still valid in the richer context of a language with reference semantics. We deal
with sharing as a separate concern from inheritance, dynamic binding and other constructs related to object-orientation.
We address pointers in [16] using a relational model: Hoare and He’s unifying theories of programming [17]. In [18], based
on the model that we use here, we also present a copy semantics for object-orientation in this relational setting. We are
now working on the integration of these theories, to provide a basis for justifying object-oriented programming laws and
refactorings in a reference semantics. Our final goal is a model for a concurrent object-oriented language for refinement.
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Semantics
Laws of Commands Laws of Classes Data Refinement Laws
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Refactoring Rules
Fig. 3. Formalisation of refactorings.
We summarise our strategy for the formal derivation of refactoring rules in Fig. 3. We use programming laws that deal
with commands, classes, and also laws for data refinement in order to derive refactoring rules. Based on refactoring rules,
and eventually on data refinement, we transform programs and structure them according to appropriate design patterns.
The major purpose of this paper is to consolidate the algebraic structure presented in Fig. 3, emphasising the two layers at
the top.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present our language alongwith its semantics and some programming
laws. In Section 3, we present and prove some refactoring rules. In Section 4, we illustrate how we can refactor a program,
using refactoring rules, to obtain a program structured in accordance with a design pattern. We discuss some related work
in Section 5 and Section 6 summarises our results. In Appendix A, we present lemmas that we use for program derivation;
in Appendix B, we present programming laws we use for justification of refactoring rules. We present example proofs in
Appendix C.
2. The language
The language we use in our study is an object-oriented language based on sequential Java [19] with a copy semantics.
It allows reasoning about object-oriented programs and specifications, as both kinds of constructs are mixed in the style
of Morgan’s refinement calculus [20,21]. The semantics of our language, as usual for refinement calculi, is based on
weakest preconditions. The imperative constructs are based on the language of Morgan’s refinement calculus [20], which
is an extension of Dijkstra’s language of guarded commands [22]. In a refinement calculus, specifications are regarded as
commands. In fact, we use the term command to refer to commands, in its usual sense, and programming constructs in
which specifications and commands are mixed.
A detailed description of our language can be found in [10], where we give its syntax, type system, and denotational
semantics. Later in [7], we explore an algebraic characterization of its object-oriented constructs. In this section, we give a
brief summary of these descriptions; we include the definitions used later on in the description and proof of soundness of
our refactorings.
2.1. Syntax
A program cds • c is a sequence of classes cds followed by a main command c. Classes are declared as in the following
example, where we define a class Account .
class Account extends object
pri balance : int
meth getBalance =̂ (res r : int • r := self.balance)
meth setBalance =̂ (val s : int • self.balance := s)
new =̂ self.balance := 0
end
Classes are related by single inheritance, which is indicated by the clause extends. The class object is the superclass of all
classes. So, the extends clause could have been omitted in the declaration of Account . The class Account includes a private
attribute balance; this is indicated by the use of the pri qualifier. Attributes can also be protected (prot) or public (pub).
Classes may also introduce methods, which are defined by means of parameterised commands that we explain later in this
section. Initialisers are declared by thenew clause. Our language does not have default visibility for attributes nor a construct
like a Java package. Also, it allows no attribute redefinition. The syntax of programs and classes is presented in Fig. 4.
Commands, which we use for defining the body of methods and the main command, are similar to those of Morgan’s
refinement calculus [20]. The syntax is formalised as in Fig. 5, althoughwe omit some reasoning constructs not used here.We
use le, e, x, and T to also denote lists of expressions, identifiers and types; this shall be clear from context. Left-expressions
le constitute the subset of the valid expressions which can appear as targets of assignments, method calls, and as result
arguments. We define the set of left-expressions later in this section.
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Program ::= cds • c
cds ∈ Cds ::= ∅ | cd cds
cd ∈ Cd ::= class N1 extends N2
{pri x1 : T1; }∗
{prot x2 : T2; }∗
{pub x3 : T3; }∗
{methm =̂ (pds • c)}∗
end
Fig. 4. Syntax of programs and classes.
c ∈ Com ::= le := e | c; c multiple assignment, sequence
| x : [ψ1, ψ2] specification statement
| pc(e) parameterised command application
| if []i • ψi → ci fi alternation
| rec Y • c end | Y recursion, recursive call
| var x : T • c end local variable block
Fig. 5. Syntax of commands.
pc ∈ PCom ::= pds • c parameterisation
| le.m | ((N)le).m method calls
| self.m | super.m
pds ∈ Pds ::= ∅ | pd | pd; pds parameter declarations
pd ∈ Pd ::= val x : T | res x : T
Fig. 6. Syntax of parameterised commands.
In a specification statement x : [ψ1, ψ2], we call x the frame, and the predicates ψ1 and ψ2 are the precondition and the
postcondition, respectively. When executed in a state that satisfies ψ1, this program terminates in a state that satisfies ψ2
modifying only the variables in x. In an initial state that does not satisfy ψ1, the command x : [ψ1, ψ2] aborts: all possible
behaviours and nontermination are to be expected. The conditional (alternation) command is in the style of the guarded if
of Dijkstra’s language. Usually, we use abbreviations like abort for the specification statement x : [false, true], and skip for
the specification statement: [true, true].
In program derivation, it is also useful to assume that a condition φ holds at a given point in the program text. This can
be characterised as an assumption of φ, written {φ}, whose definition is given by the specification statement: [φ, true]. If φ
is false, the assumption reduces to abort. Otherwise, it behaves like skip. The sequential composition of commands {φ}; c
is usually written {φ}c .
Our language also includes the construct rec Y • c end, which defines a recursive command using the local name Y . A
(recursive) call Y to such a command is also considered to be a command. The iteration command can be defined using a
recursive command.
Methods are public and can be recursive; they are defined using parameterised commands in the style of Back [23].
Methods can be redefined, but not overloaded. The parameterised command application pc(e) (see the description of
commands in Fig. 5) yields a command which behaves as the one obtained by passing the arguments e to the body of the
parameterised command pc. A parameterised command can have the form val x : T • c or res x : T • c , which correspond to
the call-by-value and call-by-result parameter passing mechanisms, respectively. For instance, the method getBalance has a
result parameter r , whereas setBalance has a value parameter s. We call a methodm on the current object by writing self.m;
the use of self is not optional. A method m of a superclass can be called by writing super.m. The syntax of parameterised
commands is specified in Fig. 6.
We write expressions (Fig. 7) using typical object-oriented constructs. The meaning of self and super is similar to that of
this and super in Java, respectively. Since we do not have a reference semantics, though, when we use self and superwe
refer to the current object (rather than to a reference to it), and to the immediate superclass, respectively. The expression
new N yields an arbitrary object of type N . The type test e is N has the same meaning as e instanceof N in Java: it checks
whether the non-null value of the expression ehas dynamic typeN; when e isnull, it evaluates to false. An attribute selection
e.x results in a run-time error when e denotes null. To access an attribute a of the current class, we must write self.a. The
update expression (e1; x : e2) denotes a copy of the object denoted by e1 with the attribute xmapped to a copy of e2. If e1
is null, the evaluation of (e1; x : e2) yields an error; the update expression creates a new object rather than updating an
existing one.
The expressions that can appear on the left of assignments, as the target of a method call, and as result arguments
constitute a subset Le of the set Exp of valid expressions.
le ∈ Le ::= le1 | self.le1 | ((N)le).le1 le1 ∈ Le1 ::= x | le1.x
They are called left-expressions.
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e ∈ Exp ::= self | super special ‘references’
| null | new N null reference, object creation
| x | f (e) variable, application of built-in function
| e is N | (N)e type test, type cast
| e.x | (e; x : e) attribute selection, update of attribute
Fig. 7. Syntax of expressions.
[[Γ B c : com]]η = f [[Γ B c ′ : com]]η = f ′
[[Γ B c; c ′ : com]]η ψ = f (f ′ψ)
[[Γ B ci : com]]η = fi
[[Γ B if []i • ψi → ci fi : com]]η ψ = (∨i • ψi) ∧ (∧i • ψi ⇒ fi ψ)
[[Γ ; x : T B c : com]]η = f
[[Γ B (var x : T • c end) : com]]η ψ = (∀x : T • f ψ)
Fig. 8. Semantics of control constructs and blocks.
2.2. Semantics
The semantic definitions of our language take into account a typing environment due to dynamic binding and polymor-
phism [10]. The typing environment records class names, attributes andmethods available by declaration or by inheritance,
the types and visibility of attributes, the inheritance hierarchy, and method parameter and local variables in scope. All the
typing information of a complete well-typed program is recorded in a typing environment Γ .
The types of phrases, in the context of a collection of class declarations, a specific class, and somemethod parameter and
local variable declarations, are given by the typing relation. For example, Γ ,N B c : com asserts that c is a command that
can appear in the body of a method in class N , in a context captured by the typing environment Γ . Similarly, Γ ,N B e : T
attests that e is an expression of type T in a method of class N . The classmain represents the main command and for the
judgement Γ ,main B c : com, the environment Γ includes parameters (program input and output) and local variables
declared inmain. The judgement Γ ,N B pc : pcom(pds) asserts that the parameterised command pc is well-typed and has
parameters pds.
The semantic functions are defined by induction on the typing rules [10], so that typing information is readily
available. Most semantic functions take as argument an environment η that, for each method, records the corresponding
parameterised command with an extra parameter me, which provides the attributes of the object upon which a method is
called. In η, every occurrence of self in method bodies is substituted withme.
The semantics of a command [[Γ ,N B c : com]] η is given by a function from formulas to formulas which, when applied
to a formulaψ typable in Γ ,N yields a result also typable in Γ ,N . In fact, it is a predicate transformer representing weakest
preconditions. The environment η records the methods available for objects of each of the classes declared in cds. For
example, the semantics of assignment to simple variables is interpreted as substitutions on formulas as usual. We write
T ′ ≤Γ T to denote that T ′ is a subtype of T , according to a typing environment Γ . All types include the value error.
Γ B x : T Γ B e : T ′ T ′ ≤Γ T
[[Γ B x := e : com]]η ψ = (e 6= error ∧ ψ[e/x])
Here x is a simple variable. We can deal with assignment to general left-expressions by using syntactic transformations.
The semantics of specification statements is similar to Morgan’s definition:
[[Γ ; x : T B x : [ψ1, ψ2] : com]]η ψ = ψ1 ∧ (∀x : T • ψ2 ⇒ ψ)
The semantics of control constructs and blocks is standard. They appear in Fig. 8. In a conditional (to cover for standard data
refinement techniques based on simulation) the guards are predicates, not boolean expressions. A boolean error is a false
predicate, and so our definition is standard.
The meaning of a complete program is the meaning of its main command in a proper typing environment Γ that
includes the global variables x of the command c. The function VDecs takes a sequence cds of class declarations, and a
list x : T of input and output variables and their types as arguments and gives a typing environment Γ as result. Classes
in a typing environment are associated with both declared and inherited methods. The function Meths extracts method
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definitions from a sequence cds of class declarations, resulting in an environment η. We use program as a type; here
∅; x : T B cds • c : program indicates that cds • c is a well-typed complete program.
[[Γ ,main B c : com]]η = f Γ = ((VDecs cdsmain); x : T )
η = Meths Γ cds
[[∅; x : T B cds • c : program]] = f
The semantics of method calls le.m(e) cannot rely on the copy rule due to dynamic binding. To define the semantics of
method call, we need to consider all methods that could be called. The method to be applied is given by the environment η,
according to the dynamic type of le in a particular state. For all subclasses N ′ of the static type N ′′ of le, the parameterised
command η N ′ m has the form (vresme : N ′; pds • c). The value-result parameter passing mechanism is only used for
semantic definitions; it is not present in the language syntax. A parameterised command application (vres x : T • c)(le)
is defined by var l : T • l := le; c[l/x]; le := l end, where l is a fresh variable used to hold and update the argument le. We
define fN ′ as the semantics of the parameterised command η N ′ m to applied to the cast of the method call target le and the
method call argument e, as follows.
fN ′ = [[Γ ,N B (vresme : N ′; pds • c)((N ′)le, e) : com]]η
The cast (N ′)le is necessary because the me parameter of η N ′ m is passed by value-result and has type N ′. We
define [[Γ ,N B le.m(e) : com]]η ψ to be fN ′ ψ . Thus, the semantics of method calls is given by the disjunction of
(le isExactly N ′ ∧ fN ′ ψ), over the possible classes N ′, as shown below.
[[Γ ,N B (η N ′ m)((N ′)le, e) : com]]η = fN ′allN ′ ≤Γ N ′′, for N ′′ the type of le
[[Γ ,N B le.m(e) : com]]η ψ = (∨N ′≤Γ N ′′ • le isExactly N ′ ∧ fN ′ ψ)
The predicate is false in states where le is null, as null isExactly N ′ = false. In order for this equation to be satisfied (η N ′ m)
must be typable in Γ ,N . Attributes in the body ofm are accessed by theme parameter.
A complete account of the typing rules and weakest precondition semantics of our language can be found in [10]. As
already said, it is a language for refinement, a notion that we briefly discuss in the next section.
2.3. Refinement
We refine a program by refining its command part and its class declarations.
Definition 1. For sequences of class declarations cds and cds′, commands c and c ′ with the same free variables x : T ,
(cds • c) v (cds′ • c ′) holds if and only if, for all ψ ,
[[∅, x : T B (cds • c) : program]] ψ ⇒ [[∅, x : T B (cds′ • c ′) : program]] ψ
This is the standard definition for refinement in the context of a weakest precondition semantics. The definition of
refinement of commands is also standard [10,11].
The refinement of a class is related to data refinement because a class is a data type.Wemust consider the refinement of a
class declaration cd1 by another class declaration cd2 in the context of a sequence of class declarations cds. Class names play
an important role in object-oriented programs. For instance, classeswith distinct names describe different types even if they
have the same attributes andmethods. If cd1 and cd2 declare classes with the same name, cd1 is refined by cd2 in the context
of cds, if and only if cds cd1 and cds cd2 are well-formed, and for all commands c , we have that (cds cd1 • c) v (cds cd2 • c).
In [24], we study class refinement, and prove the soundness of the use of forward simulation to establish class refinement.
Some of our laws rely on this result. We write A CI B for when there is a simulation between attributes of A and B that
are related by the coupling invariant CI . Class refinement follows from simulation, that is, from the existence of a coupling
invariant CI that can be proved to be a simulation for the methods of the classes [24].
2.4. Laws
A set of algebraic laws for our language has already been defined in [7,8]. Laws for commands deal with the small grain
constructs, whereas laws for classes consider the medium grain constructs. Many laws of commands are similar to the laws
of imperative programming presented, for example, in [25], but we also consider object-oriented features such as method
calls, classes, and type cast and test. These laws were proved to be sound [9] with respect to the weakest precondition
semantics briefly presented in Section 2.2.
The laws, mainly those related to object-oriented features, address context issues. We use the notation cds1 =cds,c cds2,
where cds is a context of class declarations for cds1 and cds2, and c is the main command, to denote the equivalence
of the sequence of class declarations cds1 and cds2. This notation is just an abbreviation for the program equivalence
cds1cds • c = cds2cds • c , which in turn is defined by refinement in both directions: cds1 cds • c v cds2 cds • c and
cds2 cds • c v cds1 cds • c .
Most of our laws and refactoring rules are conditional equations. A standard presentation has the form ‘p1 = p2 provided
condition’. In our presentation, we simplify the conditions by explicitly considering the application direction of an equation
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class C extends D
ads
meth m =̂ pc end; ops
end
=cds,c





(→) B.m does not appear in cds, c nor in ops, for any B such that B ≤ C .
(←) m is not declared in ops nor in any superclass or subclass of C in cds.
Fig. 9. Law 〈method elimination〉.
class A extends C





class A extends C




Fig. 10. Law 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉.
and making well-formedness assumptions. In the provisos of the laws, we write ‘(→)’ to distinguish the conditions that
must be satisfied for the equality to hold when we (implicitly) assume that p1 is well-formed and the law is applied from
left to right; they ensure that the right-hand side of the equality will be well-formed. We also use ‘(←)’ to indicate the
conditions that are necessary for applying a law from right to left. We use ‘(↔)’ to indicate conditions necessary in both
directions. From left to right, the conditions present in ‘(→)’ and ‘(↔)’ must hold to allow us to apply a law in this direction.
A similar restriction is adopted for an application from right to left.
In summary, each equality law is actually a concise presentation of a pair of equality laws: one that assumes that left-
hand side is well-formed, and another that assumes that the right-hand side is well-formed. When applying a law, we use
‘(l/r)’ to refer to an application from left to right. Similarly, we use ‘(r/l)’ to refer to the application in the reverse direction.
The notation used in the provisos includes A.m to refer to calls to a method m via expressions where the static type is
exactly A. We also use α(pds) to denote the list of parameter identifiers that appear in the parameter declaration pds.
As an example, we present the Law 〈method elimination〉 (Fig. 9) that can be used to remove a method from a class C if
it is not called by any class in the context cds of class declarations, in the main command c , nor inside the class C itself. In
an application of this law from right to left, the method m cannot be already declared in C nor in any of its superclasses or
subclasses, so that we can introduce a newmethod in a class. As an example, we present the proof of this law in Appendix C.
Another example is a law that deals with the substitution of attributes of a class. In Fig. 10, we present the Law
〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉 that allows us to change private attributes in a class, replacing them with new
attributes. The application of this law changes the bodies of the methods declared in the class. The changes follow the
traditional laws for data refinement [20]. By convention, the attributes denoted by x are abstract, whereas those denoted by y
are concrete. The coupling invariantCI relates abstract and concrete attributes. ThenotationCI(mts) indicates the application
of CI to each of the methods inmts: applying CI changes the methods according to the laws of data refinement [20], that is,
guards are augmented in order to assume the coupling invariant and every command is extended by modifications to the
concrete variables so that they maintain the coupling invariant. We write pri a : T ; ads to denote the attribute declaration
pri a : T and all declarations in ads, whereasmts stands for declarations of methods and initialisers.
There are also laws to deal with moving attributes to superclasses, changing types of attributes and parameters, for
instance, and other features. They can be found in [7,8]. In Appendix B, we present all the laws that we use here to justify
the soundness of our refactorings.
Presently, our language has a copy semantics rather than a reference semantics. Of course, pointers are ubiquitous
in practice. This decision, however, allows us to concentrate initially on other aspects of object-orientation and Java like
inheritance, dynamic binding, visibility, and type tests and casts.
3. Refactoring rules
The refactoring rules that we present are inspired by thework presented by Fowler [2]. They are representative examples
of the collection of refactorings in [9], which formalises and justifies refactorings that can be captured in our language. They
are 26 of the 68 refactorings proposed by Fowler [2]; a detailed discussion of all of them is presented in Section 5. Besides
that, they cover some of the refactorings presented by Opdyke in his pioneering work [5], whose focus is on the automated
refactoring of C++ programs. Indeed, 10 of the 23 low-level refactorings presented by Opdyke [5, Chapter 5] are captured
by our laws of commands and classes [7,9]. Other 9 Opdykes refactorings are described as refactorings in our work. We do
not derive the 4 remaining refactorings, but in fact only one is out of reach for us, since it converts an instance variable to a
pointer, which we cannot represent due to our copy semantics.
The refactoring rules are described by means of two boxes written side by side, along withwhere and provided clauses.
We use thewhere clause towrite abbreviations. The provisos for applying a refactoring rule are listed in the provided clause
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Rule 3.1. 〈Extract/Inline Method〉
class A extends C
ads;




class A extends C
ads;
methm1 =̂ (pds1 • c1[self.m2(a)])





a is the finite set of free variables of command c2 , not including attributes of class A;
provided
(↔) Parameters in pds2 must have the same types as those of variables in a;
(→) m2 is not declared inmts nor in any superclass or subclass of A in cds;
(←) (1)m2 is not recursive; (2) B.m2 does not appear in cds, c nor inmts, for any B such that B ≤ A.
of the rule. The left-hand side of the rule presents the class or classes before the rule application; the right-hand side presents
the classes after the rule application: the transformed classes. We must note, however, that many of the refactoring rules
are equalities and can be applied in both directions. In fact, the refactoring rules are specialised programming laws, whose
description requires a more elaborate notation to capture complex transformations.
We refer to refactoring rules whose applications do not affect the context of the classes being refactored as compositional
refactorings. Thismeans that the fact that these classes are beingmodified does not affect other classes or themain program,
even though there may be restrictions on them. Compositional refactorings are easier to describe, prove, and apply; they
are described separately in the next section. Later, in Section 3.2, we present the contextual refactorings, whose application
has an impact on the entire program. We present four refactorings, which were presented by Fowler, along with their
derivations. We also present two novel refactorings not considered by Fowler.
3.1. Compositional refactorings
We present refactorings that deal mainly with methods and attributes. These basic refactorings can be used in the
derivation of more elaborate ones. Each refactoring rule is presented along with an explanation of the rule itself and of
its provisos. Then, we present its derivation based on programming laws. The lemmas and programming laws that we use
for derivations can be found in Appendices A and B.
Extract and Inline Method. The rule 〈Extract/Inline Method〉 (Rule 3.1), when considered from left to right, coincides with the
refactoring Extract Method presented by Fowler [2, p. 110], whereas the application in the reverse direction corresponds to
the refactoring Inline Method [2, p. 117]. It turns a command c2, which is present in a method m1, into a new method m2.
Occurrences of the command c2 in the original methodm1 are replaced by calls to the newly introduced method.
The meta-variable a represents a list containing the free variables that appear in the command c2 of methodm1 that are
not attributes of class A. On the left-hand side of this rule, c1[c2[a]] represents the command c1, whichmay have occurrences
of the command c2, which in turn may have occurrences of a. The class C that appears in the extends clause is present in
the sequence of class declarations cds.
In general, we use the notation c[c ′] to express that in the command c there may be occurrences of the command c ′;
then, later occurrences of c[c ′′], usually on the right-hand side of the rules, denote the command obtained by replacing the
occurrences of c ′ with c ′′. Similarly, the notation c[exp] expresses that there might be occurrences of the expression exp in
the command c. In the same way, exp1[exp2] indicates that exp2 may occur in the expression exp1. Also, we express that
a command c1 and an expression e1 may occur inside a command c by using the notation c[c1][e1]. Meta-variables with
different names denote different values and variables.
On the right-hand side of Rule 3.1 (seewhere clause), in the command c2 of methodm2, the variables indicated by a are
replaced with the parameters α(pds2) declared in pds2. If a variable is only read in c2, it can be passed as a value argument.
A variable that is only written can be passed as result argument. Variables that are both read and written must be passed as
both value and result arguments. The free variables, represented by a, that are passed as arguments in the call to m2, may
involve all arguments of method m1 as well as local variables that appear in c2. Of course, all the free variables that appear
in c2 must become parameters ofm2.
This refactoring may introduce unnecessary parameter. For example, a free variable of c2 that is target of an assignment,
and then is immediately assigned to another variable is included as a parameter ofm2. We can benefit from the use of data
flow analysis [26], to optimise code and reduce the number of parameters, for instance. We consider, however, that this sort
of optimisation should be the object of another refactoring that deals with arbitrary method redefinitions.
The methodm2 must be new: not declared in a superclass of A, in A itself, nor in any of its subclasses. To apply this rule,
parameters in pds2 must have the same types as those of a. When applying a rule from left to right, for example, we assume
that the left-hand side is type correct. Even so, in this case, we need to impose this restriction on types to avoid type errors
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as a consequence of the introduction of parameters. The same is assumed for the reverse application of the rule. Applying
this rule from right to left replaces method calls tom2 with the body of this method and removesm2 from class A. To apply
this rule in this direction, there must be no recursive calls in the methodm2. If recursion is needed, we can use the recursive
command rec X • c3 end. Also, the methodm2 cannot be called in cds, c nor inmts.
Derivation. We begin the derivation with the class A that appears on the left-hand side. We assume that the required
conditions for the application of this rule hold. Moreover, for simplicity we consider that the set of variables a has just
one element, a variable named a. Also, we consider that a is only read and is not a method target, implying that the value
parameter passingmechanism is the one applicable for the parameter to be defined in the extractedmethod. The derivation
for a result parameter is similar.
class A extends C
ads;
methm1 =̂ (pds1 • c1[c2[a]])
mts
end
Using Law 4 〈method elimination〉, from right to left, we introduce a method named m2 in class A. This requires that the
method to be introduced is not declared in the superclass of the class to which the law is applied, in the class itself nor in
any of its subclasses.We can apply Law 4 〈method elimination〉 because the provisos of the refactoring rule ensure that these
conditions are satisfied.
class A extends C
ads;
methm1 =̂ (pds1 • c1[c2[a]])
methm2 =̂ (val arg : T • c2[arg])
mts
end
The command c2 that is present in the method m1 also appears in the method m2. Our aim is to introduce, in m1, a call
to the method m2. We introduce a parameterised command that is applied to the argument a by using Lemma 2 (pcom
value-argument) (Appendix A) that transforms a single command into a parameterised one with a value-argument. The
occurrences of a, in c2, are replaced with the parameter arg . This lemma requires that the argument that is applied to the
parameterised command is not a method call target. By the application of Lemma 2 (pcom value-argument), we obtain the
parameterised command (val arg : T • c2[arg])(a). The class A now is as follows.
class A extends C
ads;
methm1 =̂ (pds1 • c1[(val arg : T • c2[arg])(a)])
methm2 =̂ (val arg : T • c2[arg])
mts
end
The parameterised command that occurs in command m1 is the same as that of method m2. By using Lemma 1 (method
call elimination-self) (Appendix A), from right to left, we introduce in m1 a call to m2, obtaining the following class. This
lemma is used to eliminate calls to methods that have self as target; we can also use it to introduce method calls.
class A
ads;
methm1 =̂ (pds1 • c1[self.m2(a)])
methm2 =̂ (val arg : T • c2[arg])
mts
end
This completes the derivation for a value parameter. 
The conditions that appear in each refactoring rule are some of those associated with the programming laws used in its
derivation. For instance, to extract a method we require that the name of the new method is not declared inside the class
nor in any superclass or subclass. This condition allows the application of Law 4 〈method elimination〉, from right to left.
The derivation for an arbitrary number of parameters is similar, but it involves the application of Law 7 〈pcom merge〉.
Similarly to the inlinemethod refactoring presented by Fowler [2, p. 117], we replace each call to themethodwe inline with
the method body. Also, we remove the method definition.
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Rule 3.2. 〈Clientship Elimination〉
class A extends C
pri b : B; adsa
methm =̂ (pdsm•
cm[self.b.n(an)])
new =̂ self.b := new B
mtsa
end
class B extends D
pri x : T ; adsb




class A extends C
pri x : T ; adsa
methm =̂ (pdsm•
cm[self.n(an)])




class B extends D
pri x : T ; adsb





(↔) (1) super does not appear in n; (2) self.b 6= null∧ self.b 6= error is an invariant of A; (3) self.b does not appear in n of class B, for any attribute
b that is declared in adsb;
(→) (1) self.a does not appear in n, for any public or protected attribute a that is declared by D or by any of its superclasses; (2) self.p does not
appear in n, for any method p declared in mtsb or in any superclass of B; (3) self.b does not appear in mtsa; (4) n is not declared in mtsa nor in
any subclass or superclass of A in cds; (5) x is not declared in adsa nor in any superclass or subclass of A;
(←) (1) b is not declared in adsa nor in any superclass or subclass of A; (2) self.x does not appear in mtsa; (3) D.n does not appear in mtsa , cds or c ,
for any D such that D ≤ A; (4) self.a, for any a in adsa , does not appear in method n of class A.
Clientship Elimination. We present two new refactorings that do not appear in refactoring catalogues [5,2]. They deal
basically with the relationship between a class and its clients. These refactorings proved to be useful in the formalisation of
desing patterns as explained in Section 4.
Eliminating a clientship relation between two classes is useful for the derivation of design patterns. This is the aim of the
refactoring 〈Clientship Elimination〉 (Rule 3.2) which is useful when it is necessary to change the clientship between classes.
For example, if a class A is client of a class B, then first we remove the clientship relation between classes A and B. Afterwards,
it is possible to introduce the clientship relation between A and another class that provides the same services as B.
On the left-hand side of this rule, the class A is a client of B; it declares the attribute b of type B and initialises it with an
object of B. In the methodm of A, we assume that there are occurrences of calls to a method n of B. The class B declares the
attribute x of type T and attributes adsb. In the method n of B, there might be occurrences of the expression self.x.
On the right-hand side, the class A has no direct relationshipwith B (it does not declare an attribute of type B), but declares
an attribute x that is also declared in B. The method n is also declared in A, and the call to the method n of B, that occurred
in methodm on the left-hand side, is replaced with a call to n on self.
To apply this rule in any direction, super must not appear in the method n that is called inside A, otherwise we could
not move such a method. We require that b is not null or error, avoiding program abortion. Our notion of invariant is that
it must hold at all points. Also, the method n of class B must not access any attribute declared in adsb. To apply this rule
from left to right, we further require that n refers only to the attribute x. This is because we cannot establish a coupling
invariant between inherited attributes of a class and attributes of its clients. We also require that inside n there are no calls
to methods declared inmtsb. There must be no references to attribute b in methods inmtsa, otherwise we cannot remove it
from class A. The method m of A calls the method n of B with arguments represented by an, and b as target. The method n
must not be declared in mtsa nor in any subclass or superclass of A. Similarly, the attribute x must not be declared in adsa
nor in any superclass or subclass of A.
To apply this rule from right to left, b must not be declared in adsa nor in any subclass or superclass of A. As we are
interested in the refinement of m, we assume that methods in mtsa do not refer to the attribute x. The method n must be
called only inside the method m, because it will be removed from A. Finally, the method n of class A must not refer to any
attribute in adsa.
Derivation. Belowwe present the derivation of 〈Clientship Elimination〉, from left to right: the direction of elimination of the
clientship between A and B.
In this example,wepresent the proof in an entirely algebraicway. The same could be done for the derivationwepresented
previously, and for all the other derivation of compositional refactorings. The more verbose style is possibly more readable,
but the algebraic nature of the proof makes it amenable to automation, and we make this point clear below.
As said before, we write ‘(l/r)’ or ‘(r/l)’ after the name of a law to indicate that we apply the law from left to right or
from right to left, respectively. If a law is applied more than once, we also indicate this with the number of times between
parentheses, like in (2x), which indicates two applications.
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class A extends C
pri b : B; adsa
methm =̂ (pdsm • cm[self.b.n(an)])
mtsa
new =̂ self.b := new B
end
class B
pri x : T ; adsb
meth n =̂ (pdsn • cn)
mtsb
end
First, we apply Law 3 〈change visibility: from private to public〉, from left to right, to change the visibility of the attribute x
of class B. Then, we eliminate the call to method n of class B that occurs inside method m of A. This yields a sequential
composition of an assumption about self.b, the target of the method call, and the parameterised command that defines the
method n in which occurrences of self are replaced with self.b. Every access to self.x that appears inside the parameterised
command that defines the method n is replaced with self.b.x. This parameterised command is applied to the arguments
represented by an.
= Law 3 〈change visibility: from private to public〉 (l/r), Law 6 〈method call elimination〉 (l/r)
class A extends C
pri b : B; adsa
methm =̂ (pdsm•
cm[{self.b 6= null ∧ self.b 6= error}
((pdsn • cn)[self.b/self](an))])
mtsa
new =̂ self.b := new B
end
class B
pub x : T ; adsb
meth n =̂ (pdsn • cn)
mtsb
end
We apply the Law 8 〈simple specification〉 exhaustively to assignments of the form t := self.b, obtaining the specification
statement t : [true, t = self.b]. As one condition for applying 〈Clientship Elimination〉, from left to right, is that self.b does
not appear inmethods inmtsa, thesemethods are not changed by the application of the Law 8 〈simple specification〉. So, only
the methodm is changed; its new body is denoted by writing csspecm . The class B is left now untouched.
= Law 8 〈simple specification〉 (l/r)
class A extends C
pri b : B; adsa
methm =̂ (pdsm•
csspecm [{self.b 6= null ∧ self.b 6= error}((pdsn • cn)[self.b/self](an)]))
mtsa
new =̂ self.b := new B
end
Wethen apply the Law 21 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉, introducing the attribute x inA. The coupling invariantCI ,
relating x with the attribute x of class B, is self.x = self.b.x. It states that the new attribute x in A represents the attribute x
of class B. In terms of data refinement, the new attribute x is a concrete variable.
 Law 21 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉
CI =̂ self.x = self.b.x
class A extends C
pri x : T ;
pri b : B; adsa
methm =̂ (pdsm • CI(csspecm [{self.b 6= null ∧ self.b 6= error}
((pdsn • cn)[self.b/self](an)])))
mtsa
new =̂ self.b := new B
end
The next step is the elimination of occurrences of self.b.x in the methodm. Guards must be algorithmically refined. We
refine specification statements like x, t : [CI, t = self.b.x∧ CI], by applying Law 9 〈assignment〉, to assignments t := self.x.
An assignment self.x, self.b.x := exp, exp becomes self.x := exp.Wewrite c ′m to represent the command cm of themethodm
in which we replace occurrences of self.b.xwith self.x.
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v Law 9 〈assignment〉, Law 22 〈diminish assignment〉
class A extends C
pri x : T ;
pri b : B; adsa
methm =̂ (pdsm•
c ′m[{self.b 6= null ∧ self.b 6= error}((pdsn • cn)(an)]))
mtsa
new =̂ self.b := new B
end
The next step is to refine the assumption about the attribute b that appears in the method m, by applying
Law 10 〈remove assumption〉. This is possible since a proviso in the rule already states that b 6= null and b 6= error. This
removal results in skip, which is the unit of sequential composition operator. We remove skip using Law 11 〈;−skip unit〉.
We finish with just one reference to such an attribute, the one in the method new. Also, we use the parameterised
command (pdsn • cn) to define a newmethod in A (Law 4 〈method elimination〉, from right to left). We name such a method
as n. This results in the following refined program.
v Law 10 〈remove assumption〉, Law 11 〈;−skip unit〉, Law 4 〈method elimination〉 (r/l)
class A extends C
pri x : T ;
pri b : B; adsa
methm =̂ (pdsm • c ′m[(pdsn • cn)(an)])
meth n =̂ (pdsn • cn)
mtsa
new =̂ self.b := new B
end
As the parameterised command that defines the method n is applied in the command cm to the arguments an, we can
introduce a call to n in the command cm, by using Lemma 1, from right to left.
= Lemma 1 (r/l)
class A extends C
pri x : T ;
pri b : B; adsa
methm =̂ (pdsm • c ′m[self.n(expn)])
meth n =̂ (pdsn • cn)
mtsa
new =̂ self.b := new B
end
We remove the method new by applying Law 4 〈method elimination〉, from left to right. Then, we apply
Law 2 〈attribute elimination〉, from left to right, for removing the attribute b from class A. There are no references to the
attribute b other than that in method new. So we can remove this attribute from A.
= Law 4 〈method elimination〉 (l/r), Law 2 〈attribute elimination〉 (l/r)
class A extends C
pri x : T ; adsa
methm =̂ (pdsm • c ′m[self.n(expn)])
meth n =̂ (pdsn • cn)
mtsa
end
Finally, we apply Law 3 〈change visibility: from private to public〉, from right to left, changing the visibility of attribute x
of class B back to private. With this step we finish the derivation of the refactoring rule 〈Clientship Elimination〉, from left to
right. The proof of the reverse direction is similar and also constitutes a refinement between the programs involved. Because
we have refinement in both directions, we conclude that we have an equality. 
For simplicity, in this rule we considered just one attribute and one method. However, clients may call distinct methods
that use different attributes. A more general rule is lengthier, but not more complicated; for its proof we should follow the
same steps. After eliminatingmethod calls and preparing client classes for data refinement, we introduce new attributes that
are related with those attributes used in the methods called. After this, we continue with data refinement and introduction
of method calls.
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Rule 3.3. 〈Delegation Elimination〉
class A extends C




new =̂ self.b := new.B
end
class B extends D
pri x : T




class A extends C
pri x : T ; adsa
methm =̂ (pds • cn)
mtsa
end
class B extends D
pri x : T




(↔) (1) super does not appear in n; (2) b 6= null ∧ b 6= error is an invariant of A;
(→) (1) self.a does not appear in n, for any public or protected attribute a that is declared by D or by any of its superclasses; (2) self.p does not
appear in n, for any method p declared inmtsb or in any superclasses of B; (3) self.b is not assigned nor passed as a result argument in method
calls inm; (4) self.b does not appear inmtsa; (5) x is not declared in adsa nor in any superclass or subclass of A;
(←) (1) b is not declared in adsa nor in any superclass or subclass of A; (2) self.x does not appear inmtsa .
Delegation Elimination. The refactoring rule 〈Delegation Elimination〉 (Rule 3.3) is a particular case of Rule 3.2. On the left-
hand side of this rule, the class A is a delegating class. Any call to the methodm of A is forwarded to the class B. The class A
also declares the attribute b of type B and initialises it with an object of B. Class B declares the attribute x of type T and
attributes adsb. In the method n of B there might be occurrences of the expression self.x. On the right-hand side, A does not
declare an attribute of type B, but declares the attribute x that is also declared in B. Themethodm of A is defined by the same
parameterised command that defines the method n of B.
In Rule 3.2, we require, for application from right to left, that the method n of class A is not called in the program. This
condition is not necessary for Rule 3.3, as we do not remove any method in class Awhen applying this law from right to left.
3.2. Contextual refactorings
Differently from the refactoring rules we presented in Section 3.1, in which changes in a class involved in the refactoring
impacts no other classes nor themain command, the refactoring ruleswe present in this section lead to changes in the entire
program.
Rename method. Method names play an important role in object-oriented systems. They should be used to communicate
the intention behind method code. If we have a method whose name does not express its purpose, renaming a method is
necessary in order to clarify the purpose of such a method. This is the aim of the refactoring 〈Rename Method〉 (Rule 3.4).
Another purpose of this rule is to allow identifyingmethodnames during program transformation or reasoning, as illustrated
in the next section.
Renaming a method inside a class affects not only the clients of such a class, but also the classes in the same hierarchy in
which the method is present. In the rule 〈Rename Method〉 (Rule 3.4), we use cds1 to indicate the subclasses of the topmost
class in the hierarchy of A that first introduces a method namedm, including that class. In all these classes, methodmmust
be renamed to n. Notice, therefore, that renaming affects the original definition ofm, and all its redefinitions.
On the left-hand side of this rule, there is amethod namedm. Thismethod can be called at any point in the entire program.
Applying this rule renames the method m to n. To apply this law from left to right, a method named nmust not be already
declared in the whole hierarchy of class A. Applying this rule from right to left requires similar conditions to be satisfied.
After the application of this rule, from left to right, method calls of the form le.m(an) that appears in cds2 and c are changed
to le.n(an), for le declared to be of type A or of any subtype of A.
Derivation. The derivation, from left to right, follows the strategy below. The derivation from right to left is similar. In the
following steps we use the class name D to refer to the topmost class in the hierarchy of class A that first introduces a
definition ofm; in accordance with the provisos of the rule, D is assumed to be declared in cds1.
1. Moving all definitions of methodm to D;
2. Elimination of calls le.m, such that le : N for N ≤ D;
3. Introduction of a new method named nwith the same body as the methodm in D;
4. Introduction of calls to the new method n;
5. Moving method n down from D to its subclasses.
6. Elimination of methodm from D.
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Rule 3.4. 〈Rename Method〉
class A extends C
adsa;
methm =̂ (pds • cmd)
mtsa
end
cds1 cds2 • c
=
class A extends C
adsa;





2 • c ′
where
For all le : B, such that B ≤ A, we have:
cds′1 =̂ cds1[meth n =̂ (pds • c1), le.n(an)/
methm =̂ (pds • c1), le.m(an)];
cds′2 =̂ cds2[le.n(an)/le.m(an)];
c ′ =̂ c[le.n(an)/le.m(an)]
provided
(→) (1) cds1 contains all subclasses of the topmost class in the hierarchy of A that introduces a method named m, including that class, and classes
in which there are calls to m; cds2 contains all classes other than those in cds1; (2) n is not declared in any class in the whole hierarchy of the
topmost superclass of A that first introduces a definition ofm;
(←) (1) cds′1 contains all subclasses of the topmost class in the hierarchy of A that first introduces a definition of n, and classes in which there are
calls to n; cds2 contains all classes other than those in cds′1; (2) m is not declared in any class in the whole hierarchy of the topmost class of A
that first introduces a definition of n.
To illustrate this strategy,we consider the following class declarations.We assume that the conditions for the usage of the
refactoring 〈Rename Method〉 are satisfied. In this example, we consider a method with a value parameter. The argument a
denotes an expression of type T .
class D
adsc
methm =̂ (val x : T • cd)
mtsc[self.m(a)]
end
class B extends D
adsb




class A extends D
adsa
methm =̂ (val x : T • ca)
mtsa[self.m(a)]
end




First, we move all definitions of m to class D, by applying Lemma 4, from left to right. This lemma moves all definitions
of a method to the topmost class in the hierarchy that first introduces a definition for it.
= Lemma 4 (l/r)
class D
adsc
methm =̂ (val x : T•
if self is B → c ′b[] ¬(self is B) → if ¬(self is A) → cd


















We eliminate every method call le.m(a) in the classes A, B, C , in the class declarations cds2, and in the command c.
le.m(a)
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= Law 6 〈method call elimination〉 (l/r), Lemma 1 (r/l)
{le 6= null ∧ le 6= error}
(val x : T • if le is B → c ′b
[] ¬(le is B) → if le is A → cd






We introduce a method called n in the class Dwhose body is the same parameterised command that definesm.
= Law 4 〈method elimination〉 (r/l)
class D
adsc
meth n =̂ (val x : T•
if self is B → c ′b[] ¬(self is B) → if self is A → cd






mtsd[{self 6= null ∧ self 6= error} (val x : T • if . . . fi)(a)]
end
For each pattern indicated by (i), we introduce a call to the method n of class D.
(i)
= Law 6 〈method call elimination〉 (r/l)
le.n(a)
The introduction of calls tonwith target self is also carried out, yielding calls self.n(a).We canmove the body of themethodn
(indicated by (ii)) down to the subclasses of D. We also eliminate methodm from class D.
= Lemma 4 (r/l), Law 4 〈method elimination〉 (l/r)
class D
adsc;
meth n =̂ (val x : T • cd)
mtsc[self.n(a)]
end
class B extends D
adsb;




class A extends D
adsa;
meth n =̂ (val x : T • ca)
mtsa[self.n(a)]
end
class C extends A
adsc;
meth n =̂ (val x : T • cc)
mtsc[self.n(a)]
end
This finishes the derivation of the example for rule 〈Rename Method〉. 
Encapsulate Field. Public attributes reduce the modularity of object-oriented programs. They break data hiding because
client classes can have direct access to them. The refactoring 〈Encapsulate Field〉 (Rule 3.5) hides a public attribute and
provides get and set methods for it.
The class A on the left-hand side of the rule 〈Encapsulate Field〉 includes a public attribute x. The context for this class is
the sequence of classes cds and the command c , which can contain expressions for direct access to x. In class A on the right-
hand side, the attribute x is private and get and set methods are declared. The context for class A is the sequence of classes
cds′ and the command c ′. Direct accesses to x that are present in cds and c are replaced with calls to get and set methods on
the right-hand side. To apply this rule from left to right, the methods getX and setX must not be already declared in A nor in
any of its superclasses or subclasses. From right to left, the methods inmtsa must not use the get and set methods.
Assignments of the form le.x := e, with le : N , for N ≤ A, are replaced with calls to the set method setX , where e is
an argument and the left-expression le the target of the call. An assignment of the form le1 := le.x is replaced with calls
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Rule 3.5. 〈Encapsulate Field〉
class A extends C





class A extends C
pri x : T ; adsa;
meth getX =̂
(res arg : T • arg := self.x)
meth setX =̂
(val arg : T • self.x := arg)
mtsa
end
cds′ • c ′
where
For all le : N , such that N ≤ A, we have:
cds′ =̂ cds[le.setX(e), le.getX(le1),
var y : T • le.getX(y); le1 := e[y] end,
var y : T • le.getX(y); pc(e[y]) end/
le.x := e, le1 := le.x, le1 := e[le.x], pc(e[le.x])];
c ′ =̂ c[...] (same substitutions as above)
provided
(→) getX is not declared in A nor in any superclass or subclass of A;
setX is not declared in A nor in any superclass or subclass of A;
(←) getX and setX are not called inmtsa .
le.getX(le1). As every access to xmust be carried out by method calls, occurrences of le.x in an expression on the right-hand
side of an assignment must be replaced with a local variable used as result argument in a call to getX . This call must precede
the assignment.
Derivation. Direct access to a public attribute can be performed in various ways. For instance, it can be done by declaring
a variable whose type is the class that has a public attribute, assigning an object of such a class to the variable, and then
selecting the attribute. Another way of directly accessing an attribute of an object is declaring such an object as an attribute,
initialising it in the new method, and selecting a public attribute of the object. For these reasons, in the derivation of this
refactoring rule, we use the following derivation strategy.
1. Introduction of get and set methods for attributes that are going to be made private.
2. Replacement of direct accesses to attributes with calls to get and set methods.
3. Changing the visibility of attributes from public to private.
We begin the derivation by applying Law 4 〈method elimination〉, from right to left, to introduce the get and set methods
in the class A. Notice that, in the refactoring rule, we required that these methods are not declared in the whole hierarchy
of class A.
class A extends C
pub x : T ; adsa;
mtsa
end
= Law 4 〈method elimination〉 (r/l)(2x)
class A extends C
pub x : T ; adsa;
meth getX =̂ (res arg : T • arg := self.x)
meth setX =̂ (val arg : T • self.x := arg)
mtsa
end
We consider, in isolation, each possibleway inwhich le.xmay occur in cds, and c. We beginwith the assignment le.x := e.
First we introduce an innocuous assumption based on the fact that the program aborts when le is error or null. So, the
assumption is innocuous as it behaves as skipwhen le is not null or error.
le.x := e
= Law 13 〈innocuous assumption-writing〉 (l/r)
{le 6= null ∧ le 6= error} le.x := e
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To introduce a method call we need a parameterised command. This can be introduced using Lemma 2, passing the
expression e as a value argument.
= Lemma 2 (l/r)
{le 6= null ∧ le 6= error} (val arg : T • le.x := arg)(e)
We now have a program that is in the format required by the law for method call elimination. Also, the parameterised
command we have is the same that defines the method setX of class A. By applying this law, from right to left, we obtain a
call to the method setX of A.
= Law 6 〈method call elimination〉 (r/l)
le.setX(e)
For assignments of the form le1 := le.x, we begin the derivation by introducing an innocuous assumption. The
introduction of this assumption is justified by the fact that if le is null, the inspection of x gives error and the assignment
aborts; if le is error, the inspection also gives error, aborting the assignment.
le1 := le.x
= Law 12 〈innocuous assumption-reading〉 (r/l)
{le 6= null ∧ le 6= error} le1 := le.x
The next step introduces a parameterised command applied to le1, an argument that is passed by result.
= Lemma 3 (l/r)
{le 6= null ∧ le 6= error} (res arg : T • arg := le.x)(le1)
The parameterised command is the same as the one used in the definition of method getX . Also, it is preceded by an
assumption on le that requires that it is not null or error. We introduce a call to method getX of A.
= Law 6 〈method call elimination〉 (r/l)
le.getX(le1)
Now, we consider the case le1 := e[le.x]. The first step is to introduce a local variable and assign to this variable the
expression le.x at the end of the new local variable block.
le1 := e[le.x]
= Law 14 〈var elim〉 (r/l), Law 15 〈var-:= final value〉 (r/l)
var y : T • le1 := e[le.x]; y := le.x end
Then, we move the assignment to y before le1 := e[le.x], and replace the expression le.x in ewith the variable y.
= Law 16 〈order independent assignment〉, Law 17 〈assignment seq comp exp substitution〉 (l/r)
var y : T • y := le.x; le1 := e[y] end
The assignment y := le.x is exactly the previous case we have dealt with. Following the same derivation steps, we end
up with the following.
var y : T • le.getX(y); le1 := e[y] end
The case inwhich le.x appears in an expression that is argument of an application of a parameterised command is similar.
The attribute x is no longer accessed outside class A, so we can change its visibility to private.
class A extends C
pub x : T ; adsa;
meth getX =̂ (res arg : T • arg := self.x)
meth setX =̂ (val arg : T • self.x := arg)
mtsa
end
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class ClientA
pri s1 : Subsys1;
meth p =̂ (pdsp•
cp[self.s1.m(am)])
new =̂ self.s1 := new Subsys1
end
class Subsys1
pub x : T ; adsSubsys1;





pri s2 : Subsys2;
meth q =̂ (pdsq•
cq[self.s2.n(an)])
new =̂ self.s2 := new Subsys2
end
class Subsys2
pub y : T ; adsSubsys2;
meth n =̂ (pdsn • cn[y])
mtsSubsys2
end
Fig. 11. The system before refactoring.
= Law 3 〈change visibility: from private to public〉 (r/l)
class A extends C
pri x : T ; adsa;
meth getX =̂ (res arg : T • arg := self.x)
meth setX =̂ (val arg : T • self.x := arg)
mtsa
end
With this step we finish the derivation of the rule 〈Encapsulate Field〉. 
Based on object-oriented programming laws and refactoring rules, we present our approach to design patterns in the
next section.
4. Deriving the facade pattern
Design patterns present solutions to recurrent problems in object-oriented systems development. They are descriptions
of communicating objects and classes that are customised to solve a general design problem in a particular context [13]. We do
not present a design pattern as a rule, but show how, by the application of refactoring rules, we can transform a system in
order to obtain a design that conforms to a pattern. The particular refactoring rules to be applied depends on the system
being currently designed.We do not limit the structure of the systems of interest and, for this reason, we have no single rule
for capturing a pattern. In this section we illustrate our approach using the Facade pattern [13], which is used to introduce
a class that is responsible for providing a unified interface to a set of interfaces in a subsystem [13].
We can reduce the complexity of a system by structuring it into subsystems. The communication between subsystems
can be reduced if we use a facade that provides a single interface to the entire system. This facilitates the use of the system;
also, changes that do not affect the interface of the facade have no impacts on clients of the facade.
Here, we present an example that involves two clients of two different classes of a system: see Fig. 11. The classes ClientA
and ClientB are clients of the classes Subsys1 and Subsys2, respectively. The method p of class ClientA calls the method m
with an object s1 of class Subsys1 as target. The argument am represents expressions whose types are compatible with the
formal parameters of the methodm of the class Subsys1. The class Subsys1 declares the attribute x of type T , among others.
The methodm of Subsys1 uses the attribute x. We assume that inm there are no calls to methods inmtsSubsys1.
Similarly, ClientB calls the method n of Subsys2 using s2 as a target. Class Subsys2 declares the attribute y of type T that
is used by the method n. We also assume that x and y are not declared by any subclass of ClientA and ClientB, respectively;
and the methodsm and n are not declared by any subclass of ClientA and ClientB, respectively. Also, we assume that there is
no class named Facade in the sequence of class declarations cds.
The structure we defined in the previous paragraph corresponds to a situation in which two clients directly access
subsystems. This serves just as a starting point for our derivation. The number of clients may vary; it is possible to have
just one client or more than two clients. In any case, we want to provide a unified interface to a set of interfaces: a single
interface to a complex system.
After refactoring, the classes ClientA and ClientB and the subsystem classes must conform to the Facade pattern. In other
words, the classes ClientA and ClientB must be clients of a facade class. All previous direct method calls to objects of the
classes Subsys1 and Subsys2 will have as target objects of the facade. These objects just forward the calls to objects of the
classes Subsys1 and Subsys2. In this way, the classes of the system will not be known by clients.
Derivation. We begin the derivation by eliminating the clientship relation that the classes ClientA and ClientB (Fig. 11) have
with classes Subsys1 and Subsys2, respectively. To achieve this, we apply the rule 〈Clientship Elimination〉 (Rule 3.2), from
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class Facade
pri s1 : Subsys1, s2 : Subsys2;
methm =̂ (pdsm • self.s1.m(α(pds)))
meth n =̂ (pdsn • self.s2.n(α(pds)))
new =̂ self.s1 := new Subsys1; self.s2 := new Subsys2
end
class ClientA
pri f : Facade;
meth p =̂ (pdsp•
cp[self.f .m(am)])
new =̂ self.f := new Facade
end
class ClientB
pri f : Facade;
meth q =̂ (pdsq•
cq[self.f .n(an)])




pub x : T ; adsSubsys1;




pub y : T ; adsSubsys2;
meth n =̂ (pdsn • cn[y])
mtsSubsys2
end
Fig. 12. The system after refactoring.
left to right. The class ClientA, after the application of this rule, declares the attribute x that appears in the method m of
class Subsys1 and the methodm itself. Similar changes are carried out in the class ClientB.
class ClientA
pri x : T ;
meth p =̂ (pdsp•
cp[self.m(am)])
methm =̂ (pdsm • cm[x])
end
class ClientB
pri y : T ;
meth p =̂ (pdsp • cp[self.n(an)])
meth n =̂ (pdsn • cn[y])
end
By applying Law 1 〈class elimination〉, from right to left, we now introduce a class named Facade with the attributes and
methods of the subsystem classes that are present in the client classes. So, the class Facade declares the attributes x and y,
and alsom and n. At this point, we havemethodsm and n duplicated, but our goal is to change the client classes to be clients
of the class Facade, which is accomplished in a later step.
class Facade
pri x : T ; pri y : T ;
methm =̂ (pdsm • cm[x])
meth n =̂ (pdsn • cn[y])
end
We change the classes ClientA and ClientB to be clients of the class Facade. This is done by applying twice the refactoring
〈Clientship Elimination〉, from right to left. After this, the class ClientA declares an attribute f that is initialised with an object
of type Facade. Calls to the methodm of the class Facade have as target attribute f . Similar changes apply to class ClientB.
class ClientA
pri f : Facade;
meth p =̂ (pdsp•
cp[self.f .m(am)])
new =̂ self.f := new Facade
end
class ClientB
pri f : Facade;
meth q =̂ (pdsq•
cq[self.f .n(an)])
new =̂ self.f := new Facade
end
The class Facade provides the same methods of the subsystem classes that were used by the client classes. In fact, the
attributes and methods of Facade are the same as those of the subsystem classes.
We now change the class Facade to be just a delegate class: calls to its methods are forwarded to adequate subsystem
classes. To achieve this, we apply the refactoring 〈Delegation Elimination〉 (Rule 3.3) twice, from right to left. The method
calls have as target the attributes s1 and s2 of type Subsys1 and Subsys2, respectively, declared in Facade. These attributes are
initialised. The only occurrences of s1 and s2 are as shown in the pattern, satisfying rule 〈Delegation Elimination〉 (Rule 3.3).
This finishes the derivation: see Fig. 12. The client classes call methods of the class Facade, which forwards them to the
subsystem classes. Consequently, client classes interact only with the facade class, and not with subsystem classes. 
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We have not obtained the class Facade as a singleton after derivation; this a consequence of the absence of pointers. Our
strategy, however, ensures that each client class has its own distinct Facade instance, and therefore establishes a structure
for the program that is in line with the Facade pattern.
The use of simulation in the development of the Facade pattern is indirect. The direct use of simulation appears in the
derivation of the refactoring 〈Clientship Elimination〉 (Rule 3.2), which is used for deriving the Facade pattern.
Although in this derivation we limited the number of clients to two, it is completely feasible to deal with an arbitrary
number of clients following the same derivation strategy, using the refactoring rules.
We can introduce other design patterns into programs using only refactoring rules and programming laws in a style
similar to the one adopted by Kerievsky [27]. However, in our case we formally justify the transformations, unlike [27] that
presents an informal approach.
From the design patterns presented by Gamma et al. [13], we can deal with structural patterns like Adapter, and Bridge.
However, due to our copy semantics, we do have some limitations; eventually, for instance, there might be multiple
instances of a class instead of a single instance, as illustrated in this section.
5. Related work
Work on refactoring programs range from informal approaches [2] to formalisations with a view to codification. The
seminal work on the formalisation of refactorings of object-oriented programs was presented by Opdyke [5]. He identified
23 primitive refactorings and gave examples of three composite refactorings. Each primitive refactoring has a set of
preconditions that ensure the behaviour preservation of the transformation. Behaviour preservation is argued in terms of
seven program properties, which are related to inheritance, scoping, type compatibility, and semantic equivalence.
Some refactorings proposed by Opdyke are ‘‘low-level’’ [5, Chapter 5] and are, in fact, programming laws of our language.
This is the case of the refactoring that deals with the introduction of attributes, for instance. Other refactorings by Opdyke
are described here as refactoring rules. For instance, the refactoring abstract_access_to_member_variable corresponds to the
rule 〈Encapsulate Field〉 (Rule 3.5). Opdyke uses ‘‘low-level’’ refactorings to create an abstract superclass, for instance. We
take a similar approach: the programming laws serve as the basis for the derivation of the refactoring rules we presented.
We have not derived any refactoring rule using the semantics directly. Our programming laws, however, are proved sound
with respect to the weakest precondition semantics of our language.
Roberts [6] goes a step further than Opdyke: he gives a definition of refactoring that focuses on their pre- and
postconditions. The use of postconditions allows the elimination of program analysis that is required within a chain of
refactorings. This comes from the observation that refactorings are typically applied in sequences intended to set up
preconditions for later refactorings. Pre- and postconditions are all described formally as first-order predicates; this allows
the calculation of properties of sequences of refactorings. Roberts argues that a suite of tests can be used as a specification
and the correctness of a refactoring can be proved against this specification. However, as is well-known, a suite of tests is
able only to uncover errors, not to prove their absence. In order to deal with the correctness of refactorings, in our approach
the derivation of a refactoring rule is carried out by the use of laws.
Mens et al. [28] present a formalisation of refactoring using graph rewriting, a transformation that takes a graph as
input and transforms it according to some predefined rules that are described in a graph-production. Classes of graphs
that preserve certain properties of interest are identified. A refactoring is access preserving if each method implementation
accesses at least the same variables after the refactoring as it did before the refactoring. In the case of an update preserving
refactoring, the method updates at least the same variables after the refactoring as it did before the refactoring; after a
call preserving refactoring each method implementation performs at least the same method calls after the refactoring.
Althoughweuse a specific language for describing andproving refactorings, the features of our language are those commonly
encountered in object-oriented programming languages used in practice.We do believe that presenting the rules as equality
and refinement of meta-programs, rather than graphs, is a more appealing approach for practical use and automation.
The preconditions in Opdyke’s and Robert’s works, and the conditions in Mens’ work correspond to the provisos of our
laws, in the sense that they capture the requirements for the applicability of the refactorings. Roberts, however, uses a
formal language to specify his conditions. A formal and precise comparison between these works would require comparing
the different languages and semantic models. None of these works, including ours, guarantee the minimality of the side
conditions of each refactoring. In our work, however, we address soundness.
Already in 2001, Philipps and Rumpe [29] suggested that the existing refinement approaches are a way to deal formally
with the notion of behaviour preservation required by refactorings. Our work is in this direction. We describe refactoring by
using a language that has a weakest precondition semantics and a set of laws effectively used in the derivation of refactoring
rules.
Program slicing [30,31] can be used to deal with specific kinds of restructuring like procedure abstraction or method
extraction [32]. Lakhotia and Deprez [33] present a transformation called tuck for restructuring programs by decomposing
large functions into small functions: it breaks large code fragments and tucks them into new functions. Ettinger [34]
introduces a formal framework for correct slice-based refactoring. The formal framework is based onweakest preconditions.
Ettinger also defines a programming language, a collection of laws to deal with (correct) program analysis andmanipulation,
and a slicing algorithm. The technique proposed by Ettinger allows dealing with the refactoring Replace Temp with Queries
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more naturally than in our approach, due to their use of slice-extraction. On the other hand, the laws proposed by Ettinger
do not deal with large-grain constructs. His technique is complementary to ours.
Bannwart and Müller [35] present a technique to guarantee that the application of a refactoring preserves the external
behaviour of the original program if the transformed program satisfies certain conditions; these are added as assertions to
the program. The language proposed by Bannwart [36] for describing refactorings has an operational semantics. Equivalence
criteria for programs are formulated as pre- and postconditions of program statements. Postconditions are checked in the
refactored program during execution or verified using static analysis. Assertions do not have any operational meaning, but
they can be checked at run-time when testing the refactored program or proved by means of a theorem prover.
Bannwart presents 14 refactorings; they deal with control flow (like Replace Expression), and abstraction interface (like
Rename/Reorder Parameter). He uses themathematical representation of the operational semantics of programs to describe
refactorings. Bannwart’s approach differs from ours as we have just preconditions for application of refactorings. From a
practical viewpoint, the introduction of assertions in programs as a consequence of refactoring may lead to code that is not
easy to understand because, after application of a chain of refactorings, assertions will be spread throughout code.
In our approach, we derive refactorings relying on programming laws, hiding complex semantic definitions from
developers that desire to derive their own refactorings. As already said, programming laws are proved against a weakest
precondition semantics, but once they are proved, they serve as an interface for proving refactorings. Assertions are not
needed in our case; in our setting a similar approach could be adopted since assertions could be described by means of
assumptions. It is not clear in Bannwart’swork how refinement of programs can be described and how to dealwith structural
changes in an operational semantics. In our framework, after applying programming laws, we have the guarantee that the
resulting programs are equivalent by construction; they preserve semantics.
Cinnéide [37] discussed the automatic introduction of design patterns through the application of refactorings, which can
be based on primitive refactorings. Cinnéide extends the approach proposed by Roberts [6], allowing the derivation of a
postcondition for a composite refactoring. In developing a transformation for a particular design, certain motifs, observed
to occur across catalogues of patterns, are defined as minipatterns that are combined in various ways to produce different
patterns. For each minipattern identified, a minitransformation is developed, which comprises a set of preconditions, a
sequence of transformation steps, a set of postconditions and an argument demonstrating behaviour preservation. Each
minitransformation is defined in terms of low-level refactorings. However, Cinnéide has not defined a complete set of
primitive refactorings and there is no proof of soundness based on semantics; Cinnéide’s approach is not fully formal.
Tokuda [38] views a refactoring as a parameterised behaviour-preserving program transformation; he uses the properties
proposed by Opdyke for behaviour preservation. Refactorings check enabling conditions to ensure that program behaviour
is preserved, identify source code affected by a change, and execute all changes. Tokuda takes the position that refactorings
are behaviour-preserving due to good engineering and not to any mathematical guarantee. He argues that, given a mature
refactoring implementation, refactorings should be treated as trusted tools in the same way as compilers transform source
code to assembly even without mathematical proof to guarantee correctness. He also defines refactorings based on design
patterns [13]. We do not address the definition of transformation rules to introduce design patterns in a single step, as we
do not intend to constrain the systems to be transformed to match a particular format. Rather, our approach is to use the
refactoring catalogue to structure applications according to patterns in a flexible way.
Strictly speaking, however, some of the refactorings thatwe presented are not the same refactorings presented by Fowler.
The (copy) semantics is the main cause of differences. We also do not handle static attributes. It is not possible to describe
refactorings like Duplicated Observed Data [2, p. 189], for example. In addition, we have not formalised refactorings that
involve static methods and static attributes. As a consequence, it is not possible to describe, for instance, refactorings that
deal with the replacement of type codes with subclasses, since type codes are described using static attributes. In Table 1,
we present the coverage of our work with respect to that of Fowler. In this table, the first column refers to the categories
of refactorings defined by Fowler. The second column refers to the number of refactorings proposed by Fowler; the third
column is the number of refactoringswehave formalised. The last columngives some reasons for not formalising some of the
Fowler’s refactorings. We have formalised 40% of Fowler’s refactorings, and have formalised 4 refactorings not considered
in that work. To obtain 100% coverage, the main obstacle is the copy semantics; extra constructs, like static variables and
methods, and overloading, can be easily incorporated in our semantic framework.
Complementary to what we presented here, in [39], we illustrated how refactoring of object-oriented programs can be
accomplished in a formal way by using a rule-based approach to obtain a system according to an architectural pattern.
The strategy we proposed in [39] to obtain a system in accordance with a layered architecture also involves classical data
refinement [20] and algorithmic refinement. Here we introduced a design pattern using only object-oriented programming
laws and refactoring rules. The approach we used is similar to the one proposed by Kerievsky [27], but our approach is
formal.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented refactoring rules along with their derivation in terms of basic laws of object-oriented
programming [7,8], and data refinement. These laws were expressed in a language that includes recursive classes, visibility
control, dynamic binding, and recursive methods, as well as specification constructs from refinement calculi. Our language
has a copy semantics, rather than a reference semantics, given by means of weakest preconditions [10]. The laws were
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Table 1
Coverage of refactorings.
Category Fowler Formalised Difficulty
Composing methods 9 4 Parameter PassingCopy semantics
Moving features 8 4 Static private methodsOverloading









Method calls 15 7
Static methods
Static and final variables
Exceptions
Generalization 12 6 Static variables
Total 68 26
proved correct against this semantics [9]. The refactoring rules presented deal, mainly, with the structure of classes and
their relationships.
The laws we use for derivation of refactoring rules are for a particular language but they are of general practical utility
and reflect properties valid inmain stream object-oriented languages. These laws could be extended and applied in contexts
like that proposed by Kniesel and Koch [40] for transformations for Java, along with a language for describing refactoring
conditions. For instance, provisos of programming laws that deal with the structure of programs can be expressed in this
language.
Except for laws that deal with sequential combination of assignments, assignment distribution, and those related to
specification statements, all other laws remain valid in a reference semantics. A law such as
(le := e1; le := e2) = (le := e2[e1/le])
is valid only in a copy semantics: sharing between objects might lead to inconsistent results. For example, when i and j
reference the same object, say a person of age 10, the sequence of assignments
i.age := j.age+ 1; i.age := j.age+ i.age
increases the age attribute to 22, whereas the combined assignment
i.age := j.age+ (j.age+ 1)
updates it to 21. The simulation law, as it leads to change of representation, and those related to specification statements
are not valid in a reference semantics. The programming laws that are concerned with object-oriented features do not rely
on copy semantics. We deal with references as a separate concern from inheritance, dynamic binding and other features of
object-oriented programming. Our current work based on the Unifying Theories of Programming defines a semantic model
for object-orientation with a copy semantics [18]; due to its modularity, it can be extended with a theory of references. We
address the issue of pointers in [16]. The integration of the theories in [18] and in [16] constitutes the basis for justifying
refactorings in a reference semantics, allowing us to formalise refactorings that rely on sharing; this is a subject of our current
work.
The presentation of the refactoring rules in our language, a subset of sequential Java, restrict the set of rules that we
can define, but the language is sufficiently expressive to allow us to formalise a significant collection of refactorings, and
establish the usefulness of our approach.We dealt with rules that change the structure of classes in the sense thatwe can, for
instance, extract methods, move methods between classes, parameterise methods, change the name of methods, and move
attributes between classes. For these, our language is sufficiently expressive to make our results meaningful in practice.
Derivations involving data refinement need to be reviewed in the presence of sharing. Representation independence [41]
is useful not only to prove class equivalence, but also to reason about data refinement. The results presented by Banerjee
and Naumann [41] can be applied to deal with sharing in our language. From a practical point of view, context-sensitive
program analysis gives support to pointer analysis [42,43]. In the case of a refactoring tool, this technique can be used as a
complement to a formal framework for object-oriented program transformation that deals with sharing.
Programming laws can be encoded in programming environments to become the basis for proving user-defined
refactoring rules. With such support, after defining a new refactoring, a programmer can prove its correctness by applying
programming laws or existing refactorings. We have already used rewriting systems for the mechanical proof of refactoring
rules [14], using the rewriting system CafeOBJ [44]. By encoding an applying the programming laws, we have mechanically
derived the refactorings rules 〈Extract/Inline Method〉 (Rule 3.1) and 〈Self Encapsulate Field〉, which is not presented here. This
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encoding of the basic laws can be used as a basis for proving additional refactoring rules. A complementary work [15] deals
with the verification of conditions of programming laws using logic programming.
A distinguishing feature of our research is the formal justification of design practices using a simple, uniform, andmodular
reasoning mechanism: a set of basic algebraic laws for our language. We do not rely on tests to guarantee preservation of
behaviour after refactoring. Moreover, automation is facilitated by a clear characterization of patterns and conditions for
refactoring. We have a catalogue of 30 formalised refactorings. They have been used to characterize algebraic strategies to
introduce design and architectural patterns that also guarantee behaviour preservation. They are also a sound foundation
for further work to formalise extra refactorings, and design and architectural patterns.
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Appendix A. Lemmas
Here we present some lemmas that are useful for program derivation. The proof of each lemma can be found in [9].
Lemma 1 (method call elimination-self). Consider that the following class declaration





is included in cds. Then
cds, C B self.m(e) = pc(e)
Lemma 2 (pcom value-argument).
c = (val vl : T • c[vl/e] )(e)
provided vl is fresh not free in c.
Lemma 3 (pcom result-argument).
c = (res vl : T • c[vl/x])(x)
provided vl is fresh—not free in c—; in c, x is not on the right-hand side of assignments and it is not a value argument nor a method
call target, x is not used in attribute selection nor in update expression.
Lemma 4 (Pull Up/Push Down Method in the Whole Hierarchy).
cds1 cds2 • c = cds′1 cds2 • c
where cds′1 has the same class hierarchy as cds1, but the definitions of a method in the whole hierarchy are moved to the topmost
class that first introduces such a method.
Appendix B. Programming laws
This appendix presents the laws of our language that we use in this paper. Their proofs can be found in [9].
Law 1. 〈class elimination〉
cds cd1 • c = cds • c
provided
(→) The class declared in cd1 is not referred to in cds or c;
(←) (1) The name of the class declared in cd1 is distinct from those of all classes declared in cds; (2) the
superclass appearing in cd1 is either object or declared in cds; (3) and the attribute andmethod names
declared by cd1 are not declared by its superclasses in cds, except in the case of redefinitions of a
method, in which case the declarations have the same parameters.
2
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Law 2. 〈attribute elimination〉
class B extends A









(→) B.a does not appear in ops;
(←) a does not appear in ads and is not declared as an attribute by a superclass or subclass of B in cds.
2
Law 3. 〈change visibility: from private to public〉
class C extends D




class C extends D




(←) B.a, for any B ≤ C , does not appear in cds, c.
2
Law 4. 〈method elimination〉
class C extends D
ads
meth m =̂ pc end; ops
end
=cds,c





(→) B.m does not appear in cds, c nor in ops, for any B such that B ≤ C .
(←) m is not declared in ops nor in any superclass or subclass of C in cds.
2
Law 5. 〈move redefined method to superclass〉
class B extends A
ads
meth m =̂ (pds • b)
ops
end class C extends B
ads′




class B extends A
ads
meth m =̂ (pds •
if ¬(self is C) → b
[] self is C → b′
fi)
ops





(↔) (1) super and private attributes do not appear in b′;
(2) super.m does not appear in ops′;
(→) b′ does not contain the expressions self, self.a, for any a in ads′, and self.n, for any n in ops′, but not in
ops;
(←) m is not declared in ops′.
2
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Law 6. 〈method call elimination〉
Consider that the following class declaration
class C extends D
ads
meth m =̂ pc
ops
end
is included in cds and cds, A B le : C . Then
cds, A B le.m(e) = {le 6= null ∧ le 6= error}; pc[le/self](e)
provided
(↔) (1)m is not redefined in cds and pc does not contain references to super; (2) all attributeswhich appear
in the body pc ofm are public.
2
Law 7. 〈pcom merge〉
(par x : T ; pds • c)(a1, a2) = (par x : T • (pds • c)(a2))(a1)
where par ∈ {val, res}, and provided the variables of x are not free in a2.
2
Law 8. 〈simple specification〉
Provided E contains now,
w := E = w : [w = E]
2
Law 9. 〈assignment〉
If ψ1 ⇒ ψ2[E/w], thenw, x : [ψ1, ψ2] v w := E
2
Law 10. 〈remove assumption〉
{ψ} v skip
2
Law 11. 〈;−skip unit〉
(skip; c) = c = (c; skip)
2
Law 12. 〈innocuous assumption-reading〉
If x is an attribute of the object denoted by le, then
le1 := le.x = {le 6= null ∧ le 6= error}; le1 := le.x
2
Law 13. 〈innocuous assumption-writing〉
If x is an attribute of the object denoted by le, then
le.x := exp = {le 6= null ∧ le 6= error}; le.x := exp
2
Law 14. 〈var elim〉
If x is not free in c , then var x : T • c end = c
2
Law 15. 〈var- := final value〉
If x is not free in c , then var x : T • c; x := e end = var x : T • c end
2
Law 16. 〈order independent assignment〉
If x and y are not free in e2 and e1, respectively, then
(x := e1; y := e2) = (y := e2; x := e1)
2
Law 17. 〈assignment seq comp exp substitution〉
If le and exp are not used as left-expressions in c , then
(le := exp; c[exp]) = (le := exp; c[le])
2
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Law 18. 〈introduce method redefinition〉
class B extends A
ads
meth m =̂ pc
ops





class B extends A
ads
meth m =̂ pc
ops
end class C extends B
ads′




(→) m is not declared in ops′.
2
Law 19. 〈eliminate super〉
Consider that CDS is a set of two class declarations as follows.
class B extends A
ads
meth m =̂ pc
ops
end




Then we have that
cds CDS, C B super.m = pc
provided
(→) super and the private attributes in ads do not appear in pc.
2
Law 20. 〈introduce trivial cast in expressions〉
If cds, A B e : C , then cds, A B e = (C)e.
2
For simplicity, this is formalised as a law of expressions, not commands. Nevertheless, it should be considered as
an abbreviation for several laws of assignments, conditionals, and method calls that deal with each possible pattern of
expressions. For example, it abbreviates the following laws, all with the same antecedent as Law 20.
cds, A B le := e.x = le := ((C)e).x
cds, A B e′.m(e) = e′.m((C)e)
This is equally valid for left-expressions, which are a particular form of expression.
Data refinement laws. Traditional techniques of data refinement deal with modules that encapsulate variables. This is the
case of private attributes of a class. The Law 21 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉 allows us to change private attributes
in a class, relating them with new attributes. The application of this law changes the bodies of the methods declared in
the class. The changes follow the traditional laws for data refinement [20]. By convention, the attributes denoted by x are
abstract, whereas those denoted by y are concrete. The coupling invariant CI relates abstract and concrete attributes. The
notation CI(mts) indicates the application of CI to each of the methods in mts: applying CI changes the methods according
to the laws of data refinement [20], that is, guards are augmented in order to assume the coupling invariant and every
command is extended by modifications to the concrete variables so that they maintain the coupling invariant.
Law 21. 〈private attribute-coupling invariant〉
class A extends C





class A extends C
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The following law allows us to remove the auxiliary part of an assignment, it supports the application of the standard
technique of data refinement based on auxiliary variables in the context of our language.
Law 22. 〈diminish assignment〉
If E contains no variables a, then the assignmentw, a := E, F can be replaced by the assignmentw := E.
2
Appendix C. Proofs
The proof of Lemma 4 is based on object-oriented programming laws like Law 19 〈eliminate super〉 and others. Here we
give the steps for the proof from left to right.
Proof. We call Z the topmost class in the inheritance hierarchy of the class whose methodmwe want to move up, and that
first introduces a definition for it. The steps of this proof are as follows.
1. Change the visibility of private attributes that appear in every definition ofm to public;
Application of Law 3 〈change visibility: from private to public〉, from left to right.
2. Introduction of trivial method redefinitions, when there is not an explicit redefinition, in all subclasses of Z . We do this
from Z in the direction of the leaf subclasses – those in the bottom of the class hierarchy – of Z;
Application of Law 18 〈introduce method redefinition〉, from left to right.
3. Elimination of super in all definitions of m, starting from the immediate subclasses of Z in the direction of its leaf
subclasses;
Application of Law 19 〈eliminate super〉, from left to right.
4. Introduction of (trivial) casts in all definitions of the methodm;
Application of Law 20 〈introduce trivial cast in expressions〉, from left to right.
5. Exhaustively move up the methodm from the bottom of the hierarchy in the direction of Z . After each move ofm from a
class to its superclass, introduce new (trivial) casts in expressions. This should be carried out untilwe reach the immediate
subclasses of Z , in which we also introduce trivial casts;
Application of laws:
Law 5 〈move redefined method to superclass〉, from left to right.
Law 20 〈introduce trivial cast in expressions〉, from left to right. 
The proof of this lemma from right to left uses the same laws, with each application of a law in the reverse direction of
those presented in the proof from right to left. The first law to be applied is the last one that appears in the proof from left
to right, and so on.
The proof of Law 4 〈method elimination〉 is based on the following lemma, which states that the weakest precondition of
commands is not affected by the removal of a method that is not called in any command in any method in the environment.
The new environments Γ ′ and η′ are obtained from Γ and η by removing the parameter declaration and the command that
defines the methodm.
Lemma 5. Let Γ and Γ ′ be typing environments such that
Γ ′.meth N = Γ .meth N \ {m 7→ pds′}
but are otherwise identical. Consider also environments η and η′ such that
η′ N = η N \ {m 7→ (vresme : N; pds′ •meI Γ ′ N m c ′)}
If m is not used in η, then
[[Γ ,N B (η N ′ m′) ((N ′)le, e) : com]]η ψ =
[[Γ ′,N B (η′ N ′ m′) ((N ′)le, e) : com]]η ψ
Proof. By induction. The environmentsΓ ′ andη′ are relevantwhendealingwithmethod calls. In this case, the calledmethod
cannot call the method that is being removed. As illustrations, we consider the case le.m′(e), withm′ 6= m.
Case le.m′(e), withm′ 6= m
[[Γ ,N B le.m′(e) : com]]η ψ
= (∨N ′≤Γ N ′′ • le isExactly N ′′ ∧ [[Γ ,N B (η N ′ m′) ((N ′)le, e) : com]]η ψ
[by the semantics of method call]
= (∨N ′≤Γ ′N ′′ • le isExactly N ′′ ∧ [[Γ ′,N B (η′ N ′ m′) ((N ′)le, e) : com]]η′ ψ
[by the hypothesis]
= [[Γ ′,N B le.m′(e) : com]]η′ ψ [by the semantics of method call] 
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Proof - Law 4 〈method elimination〉
[[∅; x : T B class C extends D ads;
methm =̂ pc end; ops end cds • c : program]]η ψ
= [[Γ ,main B c : com]]η ψ [by the semantics of programs]
= [[Γ ′,main B c : com]]η′ ψ [by Lemma 5]
= [[∅; x : T B class C extends D ads; ops end cds • c : program]]η ψ
[by the semantics of programs]
The provisos of the law 〈method elimination〉 guarantee that the program is well-formed and the environments η and η′
are as in the hypothesis of Lemma 5. 
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